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PROFILE
RDSlab S.r.l. It operates internationally in the design,
development and sale of products, solutions and IT
services, with a special focus on Big Data, traffic data
management, and communications security.
RDSlab has also developed a specific experience in the
creation of systems for the acquisition, management
and analysis of transaction data in 'Law Enforcement'
applications.

HISTORY
Over 20 years of experience of its specialists in the
different fields of Software Engineering.
Customers acquired in multiple market segments (Telco,
Law Enforcement, Finance, Infrastructure).
Experience in the development of complex systems (eg
design, implementation and start up of a satellite TV
management platform).
Territorial presence in Italy, USA, Brazil.

What does
Data
Retention
mean?

Critical
functionalities

Data Retention is the technology that allows you to
capture and store huge quantities of atomic elementary
data representing various kinds of events (eg CDR, call
detail record); store this data for long periods of time;
search and return relevant data to inquiries promptly,
providing unquestionable evidence of their reliability so
that they can be used in criminal proceedings against
criminals and terrorists.
Data Retention is one of the leading investigative tools
for agencies, with applications that require enormous
scalability, long storage times, and fast response
capability.

Acquisition
Collecting data from multiple external sources
Normalization
Simplify search and analysis of data
Security
Sensitive data are encrypted
Indexing
Speed up research
Integrity
Data protection from tampering
Retrieval
Simple and efficient queries management

Key Requirement
Highly performing parallel processes
of data ingestion and search

DRS’s
long road

2017
DRS-H

2004
DRS-FS

1998
DRS-DB

From DRS-FS
to DRS-H

DRS-FS is based on a proprietary file storage structure
conceived in the early 2000s and continuously improved
with the evolution of product and user requirements.
This architecture had already implemented many of
the concepts that are now found in major Big Data
architectures and in particular in Hadoop.

DRS-H, the new product version, is designed to be fully
compatible with the Hadoop ecosystem, making the most
of its features.

DRS-H

DRS-H, uses the Hadoop paradigm intensively by
exploiting its potential.
News
Open source framework
Distributed storage
Integrated management console
Common Features
Scalability
File based architecture
No single point of failure
Based on commodity servers
DRS Historical Features
Centralized storage
Proprietary framework

INPUT/AUTPUT
adapter

Data Sources

Workflow
Integration with multiple sources and formats
Recording of Files in the Data Registry

Dynamic Invocation of Java Functions
RegExp, scripting languages
(Python, Perl, Ruby ...)

Encryption
Tamper and data addition protection
(Block-chain)

Compression&Indexing
ORC files on HDFS

Query Manager
Priority management of requests
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Encryption&
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DB Ingestion
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Search

Integration with existing portals for data request
delivery management capabilities

Data Collection
Integration with multiple sources and formats
Recording of Files in the Data Registry
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Data Collection

The sources are monitored
constantly to provide the DRS-H system with the new files to be acquired
Files are filtered based on policy (size, format, modification date, etc.)
DRS-H allows you to extract data from pre-existing DBs (MySql, noSql, Oracle ..)
The scanned files are added to the Data Registry

Normalization
Dynamic Invocation of Java Functions
RegExp, scripting languages
(Python, Perl, Ruby ...)
Data normalization allows the system to speed up
and simplify search operations
Data is normalized by invoking Java functions
You can also use external normalization scripts (Python, Perl, Ruby ...)
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Normalization

Encryption&Integrity
Encryption
Tamper and data addition protection
(Block-chain)

The system encrypts the sensitive data contained in the records
DRS-H can use a proprietary algorithm (pseudo-omomorphic class)
or standard algorithms currently in use (AES, RSA, Blowfish, etc.)
Data integrity is ensured by a block-chain hash scheme

Indexing
The Indexes allow to the system to speed up the search operations
reducing the amount of I/O
Data are Indexes using a proprietary process
The Indexes size is limited to the size of the key + 4 bytes
and then compressed (about 70-80%)
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Encryption&
Interity

DB ingestion
Compression&Indexing
ORC files on HDFS
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DB Ingestion

The system outputs compressed files in ORC format, partitioned and transferred to a
Hadoop cluster
Sensitive data is end-to-end encrypted. The cluster does not have any encryption keys
All data (sensitive and not) can be encrypted at-rest and in-motion

Data Registry
Manages the input files acquired
It keeps track of the received files, and the associated output ones produced
Ensures the consistency of the operations keeping records in a ledger fashion.
Data integrity is guaranteed by the Block-Chain hash scheme
Audit log
Inserts data into db when successfully acquired
Exposes a REST interface

Search
Query Manager
Priority management of requests

Query Manager is the module that manages access to data;
it translates the queries to submit to the cluster by encrypting
the sensitive fields and decrypt the results obtained
to produce the final report
DRS-H can easily be integrated with existing external portals
for handling requests and delivering results
Queue-based management of queries with priority
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Search

DRS-H Schema
Ingestion
Query Manager

Data Sources

SQL
DRS-H
Data Registry

Query

DRS-H
Query manager

Storage
Acquisition cluster
Normalization, encryption,
integrity
Cluster hadoop

Appendix

Sensitive Data Management
DRS-H Data Encryption
DRS-H Data Integrity
DRS-H BlockChain
Search - Query Manager

a)
Sensitive Data
Management

Archiving traffic data meets regulatory requirements but
generates cost and management issues:
Privacy Policy: defines the need to store traffic data
with clear time limits and typologies and requires
a treatment that guarantees legitimate use and safe
retention;
Data exploitation: the same data has a potentially usable
value for the company, for example, for marketing on
users or for developing third-party applications.
DRS-H is designed as a sensitive information
management tool in accordance with confidentiality
constraints, but can integrates with all services that want
to exploit this data.

b)
DRS-H Data
Encryption

DRS-H uses a pseudo-homomorphic encryption scheme.
In fact, even though it does not allow encrypted data
operations, it acts as such by offering the possibility
of performing equality searches and partial matches
(wildcard operators) on the same.
This flexibility in the data search phase is made possible
by the RDSlab proprietary implementation of the
encryption scheme, which is based on Spritz Stream
Cipher, 3DES, AES.
It ensures selective access to the data by supporting the
use of multiple keys that can be associated with one or
more fields in the record.
Advantages in using the approach:
Encrypted data saved on the cluster can not be accessed
by the cluster administrator, which does not have the
decryption keys
The end user is the only one having access the the keys
and therefore accessing the data in the clear.
An authorized external entity, once received the keys
from the user, translates queries to submit to the cluster
by encrypting the sensitive fields, and decrypts the
results obtained to produce the final report.

c)
DRS-H Data
Integrity

d)
DRS-H
BlockChain

Protects archived data and audit logs.
Data is secured through the use of a BlockChain-inspired
chained hash-format.
The Data Registry keeps the list of received files in input
with the relative number of records, and a list of all the
files (DRS-H) in the storage so you can not add or remove
files (even having the necessary privileges).

The system consists in generating a record HASH with the
addition of the HASH of the previous one.
This creates a chain where it is no longer possible to alter
a single record without having to alter all subsequent
records.

CDR

HASH

The first record of HASH (SHA-128-256-384-512) is generated
CDR

HASH

CDR

HASH

The Second Record of HASH (SHA-128-256-384-512) is Generated by Adding the HASH of the First
CDR

HASH

CDR

HASH

SIGNATURE
The last signature hash digital signature is entered with external time stamp

e)
Search
Query
Manager

Integration with external systems
Query Manager
Entity authorized to access the data
Interface with db system (Hive or Cassandra). Translates
queries to submit to the cluster by encrypting sensitive
fields, and decrypt the results obtained to produce the
final report
Delivery of the output reports to external systems
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